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The importance of an explicit treatment of continuum channels in the (d ,2He) charge-exchange reaction is
investigated. The continuum channel effects are clarified by a comparison of the full three-body results with
calculations which use the distorted waves approximation to the three-body model. Continuum channel effects
are shown to reduce the calculated 12C(d ,2He)12B(g.s.) differential cross section at 270 MeV incident deu-
teron energy. This reduction is consistent with that from an earlier ad hoc modification of the absorptive
content of an assumed 2He optical potential within distorted waves Born approximation calculations.
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PACS number~s!: 25.45.Kk, 11.80.Fv, 25.10.1s, 24.10.EqThe potential advantages of a pure spin (DS51) and
isospin (DT51) selection in the (d ,2He) charge-exchange
reaction, when populating very low energy two-proton rela-
tive motion (1S0) configurations, have recently been dis-
cussed @1,2#. Differential cross section and also analyzing
power measurements, for the (d ,2He) reaction on a 12C tar-
get at 270 MeV incident deuteron energy, were also reported
by Okamura et al. @2#. The measurements were made in a
kinematical condition which selects, essentially exclusively,
the 2He (1S0 ,T51) channel. Development of the (d ,2He)
reaction, for spectroscopy, requires a realistic understanding
and description of the reaction mechanism in which, poten-
tially, both the continuum coupling ~breakup! of the deuteron
and an explicit treatment of the unbound three-body final
state are necessary.
In Ref. @2# the 270 MeV (d ,2He) data were analyzed
using the distorted waves Born approximation ~DWBA!,
with transition amplitude
TDW~K,K8k!5^xpp(2)~K8!fpp(2)~k!uM ABuxd(1)~K!fd& ,
~1!
where xd
(1) and xpp
(2) are distorted waves for the center of
mass ~c.m.! motions of the deuteron and 2He with
asymptotic wave numbers K and K8, respectively. fd is the
deuteron ground state wave function and fpp
(2) is a 1S0 pp
scattering wave function of relative wave number k. Since
the measurements detected 2He with internal kinetic ener-
gies up to only 1 MeV, 3PJ pp configurations can be ne-
glected @2,3#. In Eq. ~1!
M AB~r,R!5^FBuDVuFA& ~2!
is the matrix element of DV , the sum of the nucleon-nucleon
~NN! charge-exchange interactions of the incident ~i! and
target ~j! nucleons, between the target ~A! and residual
nucleus ~B! states. Figure 1 shows the coordinates used. The
assumption of an optical potential for the unbound 2He1B
system equal to that for the incident deuteron @2# was found
to provide a very poor description of the experimental data.
Increasing the absorptive part of the final state 2He1B opti-
cal potential, by a factor of 3, lead to a much improved
description. The changes in the magnitudes of the calculated0556-2813/99/60~2!/027002~4!/$15.00 60 0270differential cross sections were about a factor of 2. It was
suggested that, qualitatively, the increased absorption was
reasonable, given the neglect of explicit three-body final
state effects in the DWBA, but that a more explicit treatment
of such effects was needed. Here we consider these effects.
Related considerations, for distorted waves treatments of un-
bound three-body final states in the case of the (3He,pp) and
(p ,d*) single-nucleon transfer reactions, are discussed in
Refs. @4# and @5# and references therein.
In this Brief Report we present calculations of the differ-
ential cross section for the 12C(d ,2He)12B(g.s.) reaction
based on a two nucleon1target three-body description. Here
we include a consistent treatment of these three-body degrees
of freedom in both the entrance and exit channels, and so
avoid reference to an artificial 2He1B final state distorting
interaction. Our calculations are formulated within a few-
body model based on straight line trajectories ~eikonal ap-
proximation! which has been used with success in deuteron
elastic scattering analyses @6# at energies similar to those of
FIG. 1. Coordinates for the two-nucleon1target system. The
projectile nucleons (i51,2) charge exchange with a target nucleon
~j! bound with respect to the remaining core ~C! of target nucleons.©1999 The American Physical Society02-1
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channels both the full three-body charge-exchange transition
amplitude and its distorted waves limit are evaluated.
The exact post-form transition amplitude for the
A(d ,2He)B reaction is
T CE~K,K8k!5^K8fpp(2)~k!FBuVuCdA(1)~K!&, ~3!
where CdA
(1) is the exact many-body wave function with deu-
teron incident wave boundary conditions on target A and V is
the full many-body interaction of the incident and target
nucleons. K8 denotes a plane wave state for the pp center of
mass in the final state. With an effective three-body descrip-
tion in mind, we introduce an interaction U, which we will
take to be the sum of the optical potentials for the incident
nucleons (i51,2) with the target. Thus, DV (5V2U) is
assumed a perturbation, responsible for the charge-exchange
process, and U(R,r) @5U1(r1)1U2(r2)# is responsible for
the distortion of each nucleon, including breakup effects.
The charge-exchange process, and hence DV , is treated only
to first order. The three-body transition amplitude can then
be written
T CE~K,K8k!5^X pp(2)~K8,k!uM ABuX d(1)~K!&. ~4!
Here X pp(2) and X d(1) are not distorted waves, but are three-
body wave functions, with the exit and entrance channel
boundary conditions, respectively, for the two interacting
nucleons moving in the presence of the potential U. Treating
each of these three-body wave functions in the eikonal ~or
Glauber! model, e.g., @6,7#, we obtain the eikonal approxi-
mation to the three-body charge-exchange transition ampli-
tude
T E~K,K8k!5E dR exp~ iqb!
3^fpp
(2)~k!uM AB exp@ ixU~b,s!#ufd&, ~5!
where the bra-ket now denotes integration over the two
nucleon spin and relative motion (r) coordinates only. Here
q5K2K8 is the momentum transfer and b is the two-
nucleon’s c.m. impact parameter, the component of vector R
in the plane perpendicular to the beam direction. xU is the
eikonal phase-shift function for the potential U, at c.m. im-
pact parameter b,
xU~b,s!52
m i
\2K
E
2‘
‘
dR38U~R8,r!, ~6!
and depends also on s, the component of r in the plane per-
pendicular to K. m i is the initial state reduced mass and R38
is the z component of R85(b,R38), with the z-axis chosen
along the incident momentum K. The integral over R3 in Eq.
~5! now involves only the structure matrix element M AB. The
sudden/adiabatic and eikonal approximations involved in
writing this amplitude are expected to be very reliable given
the range of excitation energies of interest in the 270 MeV
charge exchange data. In combining the three-body eikonal
phases from the initial and final states in Eq. ~5!, to form xU ,02700we have however assumed that U is spin and isospin inde-
pendent. This has implications for the treatment of the Cou-
lomb interaction, which is discussed below.
Since the potential U is the sum of the nucleon-target
optical potentials, T E retains three-body effects to all orders.
Furthermore, we see these three-body effects arise as a result
of xU entering the integral over r. In addition to the explicit
inclusion of the three-body nature of the pp1B final state
T E also includes new and interfering paths to the final state
from the continuum of the np system. In the limit that U acts
only on the center of mass of the two nucleons, i.e., is re-
placed by an optical potential Uopt(R), then we obtain the
distorted waves limit of the eikonal amplitude
T E,DW~K,K8k!5E dR exp~ iqb!
3^fpp
(2)~k!uM ABufd&exp@ ixopt~b!# . ~7!
The c.m. distortion now enters as the r independent eikonal
phase
xopt~b!52
m i
\2K
E
2‘
‘
dR38Uopt~R8!. ~8!
Here we calculate the 12C(d ,2He)12B(g.s.) reaction dif-
ferential cross section as a function of the emerging 2He c.m.
angle, integrated over the range ~0–1 MeV! of detected 2He
relative energies « and all relative solid angles, i.e.,
ds
dVK8
5
1
2E0
1 MeV
d«E dVk d3sd«dVK8dVk . ~9!
The 12 factor arises from the identity of the two protons @2# in
the final state. The triple differential cross section is
d3s
d«dVK8dVk
5
m im f
~2p\2!2
K8
K r~«!
3
1
~2Sd11 !~2JA11 ! (ss8M M8
uTu2,
~10!
where Sd and JA are the deuteron and target spins and the
notation implies the averaging over initial state and sums
over final state spin projections. The density of states factor
is r(«)5mpp\k/(2p\)3, and mpp is the pp and m f the
2He1B reduced mass.
The Hulthe´n wave function @8# is used for the deuteron
ground state and the 1S0 2He scattering states are generated
using Reid’s soft-core potential @9#. Here, in DV , we include
only the central tst effective interaction ~at 140 MeV! as
tabulated by Franey and Love @10,11#. It was shown in @2#
that contributions from the tensor term are small for the ex-
citation to the 12B ground state. Single-nucleon knock-on
exchange effects are included via the short-range prescrip-
tion, discussed in Refs. @10,11#. The nucleon bound state
single-particle radial wave functions for the target nucleons2-2
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of which is adjusted to reproduce the experimental separa-
tion energy. The parameters assumed are those used in @2#, a
radius r051.25 fm, a diffuseness a50.65 fm and a spin-
orbit potential strength VLS56 MeV. The one-body density
matrices for the target structure are taken from the analysis
of Brady et al. @12#.
In the calculations of T E the proton- and neutron-target
optical potentials used are the Schro¨dinger equivalent poten-
tials to the Dirac optical potential global parametrization of
data of Hama et al. @13#. For the calculation of T E,DW these
same interactions are averaged ~folded! over the deuteron
ground state wave function to produce Uopt . This is the ap-
propriate interaction for the no breakup limit of the entrance
channel. As was mentioned earlier, in writing Eq. ~5! we
assume isospin independence of U, and so we also assume
that the nucleon optical potentials are the same in both the
entrance and exit channels. It follows that the differences in
the Coulomb interactions acting in the initial (np) and final
(pp) states are not treated exactly.
We present calculations in Fig. 2, together with the data
@2#, which show that the effects of the Coulomb interaction
on the cross section are small for the present energy and
target. We compare the differential cross-sections for the
12C(d ,2He)12B(g.s.) reaction at 270 MeV showing the full
eikonal three-body model calculations in the complete ab-
sence ~dashed lines! and the presence ~solid lines! of the
Coulomb interaction acting on a single proton in the entrance
and exit channels. The error involved in not treating the Cou-
lomb interactions exactly is clearly rather small. Our treat-
ment of the Coulomb interaction in the eikonal amplitude
follows the conventional screening procedure, such as can be
found in @6#. The inset in Fig. 2 shows the small angle cross
FIG. 2. Differential cross sections for three-body model calcu-
lations of the 12C(d ,2He)12B(g.s.) reaction at 270 MeV in the pres-
ence ~solid lines! and the absence ~dashed lines! of the proton’s
Coulomb interaction. The inset shows the same calculations on a
linear scale. All calculations include a normalization factor of 0.6.
The data are from Ref. @2#.02700section on a linear scale. All calculations shown include an
overall normalization factor of 0.6. This scaling was also
required, even after renormalization of the final state absorp-
tion, in the DWBA calculations of Ref. @2# and its origin
remains to be clarified. Our principal interest here is to assess
the importance of the three-body effects, as determined by
calculations based on T E and on T E,DW.
The calculated differential cross sections using the three-
body ~solid curves! and distorted waves ~dashed curves! tran-
sition amplitudes are shown in Fig. 3, together with the data
@2#. The inset shows the cross sections on a linear scale. The
differences in these calculations should provide a good indi-
cation of the importance of three-body effects, from both the
initial and final states, within the reaction mechanism. The
differences are significant. The three-body effects reduce the
magnitude of the differential cross section by almost a factor
of two. This magnitude of effect is the same as was obtained
in the DWBA analysis of Ref. @2#, when the absorption of
the assumed exit channel optical potentials was increased by
a factor of 3 to better reproduce the cross section and ana-
lyzing power data. Whether, in the present calculations, this
reduction arises principally from our three-body treatment of
the final state, or from destructive interference between new
pathways opened up to the final state from the entrance chan-
nel continuum, is not delineated. The level of absorption
required phenomenologically does appear however to arise
quite naturally within the three-body description when using
realistic nucleon-target interactions and absorption.
In summary, we have presented a three-body eikonal de-
scription of the (d ,2He) charge-exchange reaction, as an al-
ternative to the DWBA, and which retains two-nucleon
1target three-body continuum effects to all orders. We
show, by comparing the full three-body calculations with
their distorted waves ~no breakup! limit, that these three-
FIG. 3. Differential cross sections for three-body ~solid line! and
distorted wave ~dashed line! model calculations of the
12C(d ,2He)12B(g.s.) reaction at 270 MeV. The inset shows the
same calculations on a linear scale. All calculations include a nor-
malization factor of 0.6. The data are from Ref. @2#.2-3
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tion differential cross sections. Comparisons with earlier
DWBA calculations suggest that these three-body effects
may explain the necessity for ad hoc increases in the final
state absorption in those effective two-body calculations.02700The financial support of the Institute for the Promotion of
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